
 

 

Ferryhill Primary School 

Department of Art and Design 
Tuesday, 31st March 2020, Lockdown Day 8.   

Fellow artists 

The sun is shining through the large window onto my desk in the front part of my 

living room that I now call ‘studio’. Usually I would be teaching class P5B at this 

moment in time. I’m thinking of you, P5Bs, and I am not the only one. Miss Scott is 

missing you, too. She posted this picture yesterday. 

  

 

Materials required for today’s lesson: Scissors, pencil, glue, plastic food trays. 

Task 

• Go to your recycling box and look for plastic food trays. There are plain ones 

which come with take-away meals and exciting ones with patterns.  

• Take three or four food trays and cut out the flat bottom part.  

     



 

 

 

• Place a sheet of thin paper over it.   

• Tilt your pencil at an angle (P6-P7 A 30 degree angle will be perfect).  

• Gently run the pencil up and down the paper so that the pattern of the food 

tray appears. Softer pencils are better to create more contrast. You can also 

try out wax crayons. This technique is called ‘frottage’ and it sounds like 

‘collage’. 

• Fill the whole sheet. Then go over it again, slightly moving the food trays 

underneath. 

You’ll end up with a whole page of abstract patterns. I love abstract art.  

 

When you are finished, scan your kitchen for interesting items with amazing patterns 

This could be a cheese grater, a carrot cutting tool or more random items such as 

giraffe-shaped wooden salad fork which you brought back from your travels in Africa.  

Place them underneath the paper and rub over them with a soft pencil.  

Does it work? It requires a little patience. Remember to angle your pencil to avoid 

pushing through the paper.  



 

 

 

This is what I did with my ‘frottage’ picture. I used it to create a trendy outfit for my 

dog walker walking past the Scottish National Gallery. Which kitchen tool did I use 

for the coat? Can you spot it in the photo above? Have a guess at what I used for the 

trousers…. Spot the stray ear!  

When I made the picture I thought of my friend Astrid. She is an illustrator and she is 

very stylish with fiery red hair. She looks a little like one of the girls in P5.  

 

 

You can use your frottage picture to cut out more dogs or to make robots or as a 

backdrop for a large factory. You can draw on the picture. It could be a set for a 

computer game.  

Homework for tomorrow.  

Make your own frottage.  

Scan your recycling bin for sweet wrappers. You don’t eat sweets? Well, in this case 

any wrapping you find in your recycling will do. We will need this tomorrow.   

Enjoy!  

Dr Stahl 



 

 

 

 

 

   


